INSTRUCTIONS JSKIT0904:

1. Choose a Captastic shape (Cone or Round) and screw into mandrel shank. (Righty-Tighty//Lefty-Loosey)

Captastic Cone Shapes 1 - 15mm, 1 - 13mm, 1 - 10mm
Captastic Round Shapes 1 - 12mm, 1 - 10mm
Captastic Mandrel 1

2. Insert the Captastic shank into the Conetastic handle and tighten the set screw with the allen wrench. (Conetastic and allen wrench not included with Captastic)

3. Place the end of a piece of wire (approximately 12 inches long) into the guide hole in the mandrel shank and bend the wire, as shown.

4. Angle the wire towards the base of the Captastic shape as shown.

5. Wrap the wire around the mandrel with your dominant hand while holding the tool with your non-dominant hand. Or turn the tool with your dominant hand and guide the wire onto the mandrel with your non-dominant hand. Switch these positions to find the method that you prefer.
6. Continue winding the wire onto the Captastic shape to the desired size of bead cap you require.

7. Trim the end of the wire with a Flush Cutter, then cut the wire at the hole of the mandrel.

8. Unscrew the Captastic shape from the mandrel.

9. Trim and tuck the wire ends to the desired length and shape.

10. Retain any wire rings to use as Jump Rings.